INDIAN SOCIETY OF ANAESTHESIOLOGISTS
ISA INLAND FELLOWSHIP 2021

What is this ISA Inland Fellowship?
This is a six days sponsored fellowship for the 2 nd / 3rd year Anaesthesia Postgraduate
students (MD, DA, DNB) to visit Centres of Excellence in India. This would give an
insight into the various practices in the field of anaesthesiology in India. Ten reputed
institutions have agreed to participate in this fellowship. All the expenses (travel, stay,
food) will be borne by the ISA supported by the academic partner Neon Laboratories.
This is a unique initiative promoted by ISA to open up various avenues of learning for
the young postgraduate.
Eligibility Criteria:
1. The postgraduate should be in the 2nd / 3rd year of either MD/DA/DNB
(MCI recognized & registerable).
2. They should be an Indian National.
3. Should be doing the course in MCI /National Board Recognized Institution in India.
4. Should be associate life member of ISA.
5. If selected they will have to travel to one of the Institutions in India where they will
be doing the six days Inland Fellowship before they appear for their final exams. If the
selected candidate is unable to complete the fellowship before final exams, it will be
passed to the next candidate in the merit list.
6. It is mandatory that they have to appear for the common entrance exam at
Bengaluru during the National Conference of Indian Society of Anaesthesiologists
(ISACON 2020, on 27.11.2020 at 7.30 am) and merit list will be prepared. Top 10

rank holders will be given option to select their Institution in the order of merit.
Waiting list of 10 candidates will also be prepared. This will be announced in ISA
website within two weeks.
How to Apply?
Kindly visit the website of ISA (www.isaweb.in), log in using your ISA credentials
and fill the online application form, upload Study Certificate from your HOD and
submit. Application Open from August 2020. Last date to apply online is 20 th October
2020.
Do make use of this Opportunity... might change your perception
For any clarification please write to secrtetaryisanhq@gmail.com /
WhatsApp: 9091515151

Dr. Naveen Malhotra
Hon. Secretary, ISA National

